SESSION 11 Scientology

Zoom Meeting ID: 436 198 7805
Password: 126034

FOUNDED, LOCATION
Founded by L. Ron Hubbard (1911–1986) in 1954 in California.
Major headquarter facilities in California and Florida.
KEY WRITINGS
Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health
Other books by Hubbard, including The Way to Happiness
BASIC BELIEFS—It must be noted that Hubbard was a _________________.
WHO IS GOD?
Scientology does not define God or Supreme Being,
but rejects the biblical description of God.
Everyone is a “thetan,” an immortal spirit with unlimited powers over its own universe.
Not all are aware of their power and need to be “________________”
WHO IS JESUS?
Jesus is rarely mentioned in Scientology.
Jesus was not the Creator, nor was he an “operating thetan” (having
achieved control over matter, energy, space, and time).
Jesus did not die for sins. Jesus was just barely a “__________”
WHO IS THE HOLY SPIRIT?
The Holy Spirit is not part of this belief
HOW TO BE SAVED
No sin or need to repent. Salvation is freedom _______reincarnation.
One must work with an “auditor” (using an E-meter) on his “engrams”(negative
experience units) to achieve the state of “clear.”
One then progresses up the “bridge to total freedom” to higher “_________________.”
states and eventual control over matter, energy, space, and time (MEST).
Similar to Mormon pre-existence state—we were immortals (thetans) who got bored and
so we created the universe (through mental projections) and because we were spiritual
we had to build bodies to interact with our creation. Since then through so many
reincarnations and all the _______________ we have accumulated we have forgotten
were are thetans and have to eliminate the negatives of our life to see clearly (clear state)
that we are thetans. There are ascending levels of _____________. An Operating

Thetan is one who possesses complete spiritual ability, freedom, independence, and serenity,
having attained "full" awareness; and, who have the ability to project themselves out of their
bodies.Final thetan state is accomplished on a special _____________________.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER DEATH?
Hell is a myth, and heaven is a “__________________.”
OTHER BELIEFS, PRACTICES
Members observe birth of Hubbard and the anniversary
of the publication of Dianetics.
Organizations related to Scientology include:
Narconon, Criminon, Way to Happiness Foundation, WISE,
Hubbard College of Administration, Applied Scholastics.

ANSWERS:
Science Ficition Writer, Cleared, Clear, From,
Operating Thetan, Negatives, Operating Thetan,
Cruise Ship, False Dreams

